Abstrorf-This paper considers compression in packet networks. Since data packets may he dropped or arrive reordered, streaming compression algorithms result in a considerable decoding latency. On the other hand, standard stateless packet compression algorithms that compress each packet independently, give a relatively poor compression ratio. We introduce a novel compression algorithm for packet networks: dehyed-dktionaty compression. By allowing delay in the dictionary construction, the algorithm handles effectively the problems of packet drops and packet reordering, while resulting with a compression quality which is often substantially better than standard stateless packet compression and has a smaller decoding latency than that of streaming compression. We conducted extensive experiments to establish the potential improvement for packet compression techniques, using many data files including the Calgary corpus 'and the Canterbury corpus. Experimental results o f the new delayed-dictionary compression show that its main advantage is in low to medium speed Links.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider data compression in packet networks, in which data is transmitted by partitioning it into packets. Packet compression allows better bandwidth utilization of a communication line resulting in much smaller amounts of packet drops, more simuhaneous sessions, and a smooth and fast hehavior of applications (see, e.g.+ ill).
Packet compression can be obtained by a combination of header compression and payload compression, which are complementary methods. In this work we focus only on payload compression. We are particuIarIy interested in dictionary-based compression. Many dictionary compression algorithms were developed following the seminal papers of Lempel and Ziv (see, .
In dictionary compression, an input sequence is encoded based on a dictionary that is constructed dynamically according to the given text. The compression is done in a streaming fashion, enabling to leverage on redundancy in the input sequence.
In many packet networks, including ATM, Frame Relay, WireIess, and others, packets are sent via different routes, and may arrive reordered, due to different network characteristics, or due to retransmissions in case of dropped packets. Since streaming compression assumes that the compressed sequence arrives at the decoder in the order in which it was sent by the encoder, the decoder must hold packets in a buffer until all
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To alleviate decoding latency, standard stateless packet compression algorithms are based on a packet-by-packet compression. For each packet. its payload is compressed using a dictionary compression algorithm, independently to other packets. While the decoding latency is addressed properly, this may often result in poor compression quahty, since the inherent redundancy within a packet is significantly smaller than in the entire stream.
A. Contribidrions
We introduce a novel compression algorithm suitable for packet networks: the delayed-dicrionaq cunzpression (DDC). The DDC is a general framework that applies to any dictionary algorithm. It considers the dictionary construction and the dictionary-based parsing of the input text as separate processes, and it imposes a delay A in the dictionary construction. As a result, when decoding a packet, the decoder does not depend on any of the A preceding packets, eliminating or diminishing the problems of out-of-order packets and packet drops compared to streaming compression, still with a good traffic compression ratio.
We focus on two alternative encoding methods for the DDC algorithm. The first method adapts to the network propagation delay and the probability for packet loss. The second method, called con$rtned-djcrionuiy compression, ensures zero decoding latency. The DDC ensures that the compression ratio will be at least as good as that of stateless compression, and quite close to that of the streaming compression, with decoding latency close or equal to that of stateless compression.
There are two main alternatives for the DDC algorithm. The first is called DDC-rnin in which the compressed length of a packet is the minimum between the original uncompressed length, the Stateless compressed length, and the Basic-DDC (BDDC) whch is a sub-method of DDC. The second alternative is the DDC-Union in which the dictionary is the Union of the Stateless dictionary and the BDDC dictionuy.
A full uadeoff between compression ratio and decoding latency can be obtained, bridging between the extreme alternative of streaming compression (best compression ratio and worst decoding latency) and that of confirmed dictionary 0-7803-8%8-9/05/$20.00 (C) 2005 
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Confirmed-Dic tionary Compression ( AConf) Fig. 1 . Packet Compression Algorithms: A tradeoff exists between the compression ratio and the average decoding latency Streaming has the best compression ratio and the worst deccding latency DDC has compression ratio close to that of streaming compression, and also has average decoding latency which is close to that of stateless. The confimd-dich~nay compression algorithm ensures B zzro decoding latency compression (same decoding latency as of stateless compression, yet better compression ratio). This tradeoff is depicted in Fig. 1 . Thus. the DDC has the benefits of both stateless compression and streaming compression. With the right choices of the dictionary delay parameter, it can have a decoding latency which is close to that of stateless compression, and with a compression ratio which is close to that of streaming compression.
For example, for a concatenation of the Calgary corpus files, fragmented into packets with a payload of 125 bytes, in streaming the compression ratio is 0.52 with an average decoding latency of 62 packets, while in DDC-min with a large dictionary delay of 200 packets we obtain a compression ratio of 0.64 and only an average decoding latency of 14.3 packets'.
These results can be generalized to any on-line compression algorithm that uses an on-line encoder, even if the algorithm does not use a dictionary. The DDC method is particularly good for low to medium speed communication links. Its advantage is most significant for applications in which the latency is important, and in which the order of decoded packets is not important.
To establish the potentid benefit of DDC we conducted extensive experimentation. First, we compared various compression algorithms which are applicable to communication purposes. including the Deflate (gzip, winzip, based on LZ77 and Huffman), LZW (Unix compress), Predictor (Cisco), and FP-LZW (the flexible-parsing version of LZW).
We conducted extensive experimental studies to establish the gap in compression ratio when using the streaming version versus the stateless version of FP-LZW. The experiments were conducted for a large set of data files, including the Calgary corpus and the Canterbury corpus. For data files that were not already compressed, the gap is shown to be quite significant. The experiments were conducted for two packet sizes, demonstrating that the gap is more significant 'We define the traffic compression ratio as the size of the compressed traffk divided by the size of the uncompressed traffic.
(as expected) for smaller packets. We show that the amount of potenually saved bandwidth may be more than a factor of 2 (e.g.. for the file rfc-index. t x t the factor is 2.23).
We study the dependency of compression quality and the imposed dictionary delay, showing that the improvement in compression over stateless compression could be significant even for a relatively large dictionary delay.
We also consider the effect of the dictionary delay on the performance in terms of the decoding latency. A sufficiently large dictionary delay will practically provide a zero decoding latency. We compare the decoding latencies of streaming compression vs. [81, and Rand [91. The closest work to ours is that of Dorward and QuinIan [lo] , which introduces an approach called acknowledged compression for compressing payload of packets relying on acknowledgments. This method is somewhat similar to the DDC implementation of confirmed dictionary, when using the Deflate compression algorithm. In each uansmi~ted packet an additional header is used to indicate which exact subset of packets was used as history for the compression of each packet. The implementation uses a history o f up to 9 packets. In case of a large history this method has to transmit a large history information, making the method significantly less attractive. This work shows good improvement for large packets and much smaller improvement for small packets.
The DDC algorithm is a more general framework in several aspects. It allows usage of a history related to all transferred packets, resulting in better compression ratios. Using DDC, we obtain a significant improvement for small packets and large packets, even for very large dictionary delays. The decoding latency issue was addressed thoroughly in our work. Zn addition, we show that the method is good for any on-line compression algorithm.
A separation between dictionary construction and parsing was previously presented in [l 11, with a different motivation: improving the compression ratio for given data files by fixing the dictionary construction and modifying the parsing method. In contrast, in the DDC method, the parsing method is fixed (using any algorithm of choice), while we allow adaptation in the dictionary update method in terms of the imposed dictionary delay, with the objective of alleviating out-of-order phenomena.
Another work, addressing issues of the compression time factor is that of Jeannot cf nl [l2]. we present the framework, describe packet compression algorithms, and present the problem definition. In Section UI we present the potential for improvement in packet compression. Section IV presents our new solution for packer compression, In Section V we present our experimental study for packet compression using a specific compression algorithm. In Section VI we present example applications. Finally. concluding remarks appear in Section VII.
BASICS
In this section we present the framework, describe what a packet compression algorithm is7 categorize the packet compression algorithms, and present the problem definition.
A . Framework
We examine the case of end-mend compression over a communication link. We assume the existence of network processors, one on each side of the communication link. The original traffic that was previously transmitted to the communication link is now transmitted to the network processor and from there to the physical link. The network processors are compression enabled. This framework is depicted in Fig. 2 , By compressing the traffic we achieve lower utilization2 of a line or alternatively a larger bandwidth. This results in a smaller amount of packet drops, resulting in smaller amount of packet retransmissions. At this level we have packets carrying pieces of the original data which may be a stream of data, a file, or any other application information.
B. Pucker Compression Algorithms
Packet compression algorithms are algorithms that compress packets by using standard lossless compression algorithms such as LZ77 Packet compression algorithms use a dictionary for the compression of every packet. The decoder reconstructs the dictionary of the encoder by using phrases derived from the compressed packets.
There are basically three main types of packet compression algorithms: stateless, su-earning, and offline compressions. In all the types, if a compressed packet Iength is greater than or equal to the original one, the original packet is transmitted. Stateless compression (Packet by Pucker Cotnpression): Each packet is compressed independently, the history space is initialized after every packet is compressed or decompressed.
Since each packer is independent, it can always be decompressed by the receiver, regardless of the order of arrival or of packet drops. In stateless compression, the decoding latency is minimal since packets are independent. The following IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) RFCs are examples of dictionary based stateless compression algorithms: Monsour Pereira [81, and Rand 191 .
A structure of a single packet, the structure of the traffic without compression and the traffic in stateless compression are depicted in Fig. 3 . The lossless compression algorilhm A is executed on the payload of every packet separately. The required buffer size is small, since it only has a dictionary with phrases derived from a single packet.
Streaming compression (Contiauous Compression):
In streaming compression the history buffer is not initialized after every packet is encoded fresp. decoded). Each packet is encoded by using a history which is derived from all preceding packets and from the current packet. In this melhod packets are encoded (resp. decoded) in their consecutive order. When decoding a received packet, if some prior packets are missing, the decoder must store the current packet until all prior packets are received by retransmissions, resulting in large values of decoding latency. The required buffer size is larger than that of stateless compression, since it contains phrases derived from the entire encoded traffic. The buffer also contains the pending packets in which their amount is determined by the packet reordering probability. When the reliability of a link is poor, streaming compression is unattractive.
Ofline compression (Compress and Send):
First we compress the data offline, at the application layer, then we break the compressed data into packets, and finally send the packets to the receiver. This approach achieves a good compression ratio compared to the previous methods. Since compression is performed at the application layer and not inside the network processors. offline compression does not require any buffer at the network processors, nor do these cause my decoding latency at the network processor. The network processors see the packets as standard packets. since the data carried by the packets is compressed data. The packets are not compressed by the network processor, since it is not worth while to compress compressed data. The required buffer is the same buffer of the compression algorithm at the application laver.
All known Iossless compression algorithms are good for offline compression.
Some packet compression algorithms such as thwack (see [lo] ) may be combinations or variants of the three categories.
C. Problem Definition
Definition 1 Let A be a lossless compression algorithm. Let B be a packet compression algorilhm which uses A. Let X (resp. Y ) be the uncotnpressed (res . compressed] traflc. The traffic compression ratio TA.B is -. ,I?
I-YI
The traffic compression ratio is also the ratio between the utilization of the line after compression, and the utilization of the Iine before compression. If the h e is in full utilization, the compression ratio IS identical to the line utilization. Note that the traffic compression ratio is not fixed since it depends on the currently transferred traffic, i.e. compressed data.
Let Bstateless (rev. Bstreamns, BofflIne) be a StateIess @esp. streaming, offline) compression algorithm which uses A. It is easy to prove that the following inequality holds: rA,Basl.~err 2 'A,Bmunag 2 ' A , B a m Definition 2 Let Pi be a packet that was received by the decoder: l3e decoding latency of E , denoted by Ld,,(Pi) , is the n m b e r of additional packets that P, had to wait for until Pi was decodable. me average decoding latency is denoted Our goal is to find an efficient packet compression algorithm that compresses packets along a communication line. This algorithm should -have a small traffic compression ratio and also a small Ldec.
is not practical in a network processor. Therefore. TA,Bwamg would be regarded as our objective for compression ratio improvement.
by Ldec
Due to the large required delay, achieving
POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT IN PACKET COMPRESSION
All the preliminary experiments were performed on the Calgary corpus files. Canterbury corpus files [14] , and a set of various large files that consist of text files, 6mp, documents, audio files, worksheets, presentations, pdf. images, mpegs. zip, etc.
The purpose of the first experiment was to rank four different compression algorithms that are suitable for communication purposes with respect to their compression ratio. Note that our definition for compression ratio is the ratio between the compressed data size and the unconipressed data size.
The compression ratios of the various compression algorithms on the input files are depicted in Fig. 4 and is the fastest compression algorithm. In order to measure the potential for improvement we used T A , B~~-~~ as the goal for improvement. The goal of this experiment is to measure the actual differences between the compression ratios of stateless compression and streaming compression. A comparison of the stateless compression ratio and the streaming compression ratio when the packet size varies, with respect to the FP-LZW compression algorithm, is given in Fig. 5 . We assume in this measurement a header size of 24 bytes. Two packet sizes were measured.
From observing the graphs we learn that the larger the payload the better the compression ratio, since the compression algorithm uses longer phrases. 
IV. DELAYED-DICTIONARY COMPRESSION
We present a generalization of an on-line dictionary compression algorithms model, the DDC method which relies on this model. and finally we describe when DDC should be used.
A . On-line Dictionary Compression Algorithms Model
Our work relies on a conceptual separation between the parsing process and the dictionary update process of dicrionary based compression algorithms, as shown by Matias and Sahinalp in [111 and depicted in Fig. 7 Fig. 7 . The input C(T) to the decompression algorithm C' is a sequence of codewords. After reading each codeword. C ' replaces it with its corresponding phrase, while building the exact same dictionary R that C builds for T.
The decoding algorithm C', with its different components, is given in Fig. 8 . A is 0 by definition. This approach is called basic delayed-
An example of this method for the LZ77 121 is given in Fig. 9 . The LZ77 searches the window for the longest match with the beginning of the lookahead buffer and outputs a pointer 10 that match. The LZ77 has a dictionary which is defined as all the strings within the window. The BDDC-LZ77 shifts the window A characters backward. In this case the encoded phrase depends only on the characters that preceded the last A characters before the lookahead buffer.
The model A4 can be enhanced at the encoder process. The encoding of a current character in T is a function of all the characters prior to the last A characters. In this case any on-line compression algorithm will do, providing its on-line encoder is a function o f the text.
When considering the model M in terms of a network, we have to consider the data in a granularity of packets, as it appears in Fig. 10 . The BDDC-LZ77 algorithm encodes the currently encoded packet by pointing to a phrase which is in packets that preceded the last A packets prior to the currently encoded packet.
The phrases created from compressing a packet are inserted to the dictionary in a delay of A packers. A can be a constant, or adaptive according to any rule that we choose. An illustration for the case of A = 99 is given in Fig. 1 1 . The BDDC method compresses the network packets according to a dictionary which is updated w i t h a delay A proportional to the network propagation delay.
Each packet is compressed by using a history based on all the packets that were originally received by the encoder. except for the last A packets that preceded the currently encoded packet. When Ibis packet is decoded. our ability to decode it is of high probability, even without receiving all the packets that preceded it, since the original encoding is not using them, Even if some packets were dropped or reordered, we may still be able to decode the received packet, since due to the use of delay we do not depend on the last A packets (they are in the "delay gap"). In case of packet drops. a retranstnission schetne will resend the missing packets. If the retransmission scheme is not part of the original transport protocol, it can be implemented by the encoder and the decoder pair. After the compression of a packet the encoder transmits the encoded packet. After a constant time period ( X T T ) , if no acknowledgment is received by the encoder, the encoder will retransmit the compressed packet.
The delay A has a strong effect on the performance of the BDDC, compression wise. If the delay is very large, the BDDC compresses the current traffic with a history based on very ancient traffic. In this case the compression ratio will be poor.
When considering the probability of packet decoding success, the smaller the delay is, the smaller our chances to decode a packet, since there is a higher probability that the decoder did not receive all the packets that were required l o decode the current packet.
Each header must contain a serial number of the current packet, as we11 as the serial number of the last packet that was used during the encoding process. The original header contains up to 2 bits that indicate the compression method. and can also indicate whether the packet is compressed or not. The ability to assign packets as uncompressed is good for traffic that was already compressed as well as for encrypted traffic. An adaptive algorithm layer using these special bits can be used when traffic compressibility changes along a session
This extra header information takes up to 4 bytes.
If the compressed length +-/addirional heaaderl L uncompressed length, the encoder will transmit the original packet without compression (we can recover the required phrases for the dictionary synchronization by compressing the packet at the decoder side).
The Encoder:
For the implementation of the delay we use a FIFO queue as a data structure which uses real packer structures, or empty dummy packet structures. Each packet structure contains a list (impIemented by another IT0 queue) which stores all the dictionary phrases which were created due to the compression of the packet. We can assume that each dictionary based compression algorithm has a conceptual I~sertPhraseToDictianary function. This function was replaced with another function that inserts a packet queue element to the dictionary. The main FIFO queue is initialized with delay dummy packets in order to immediately start the encoding with a delay. Each time we insert a packet structure to the queue we also extract a packet structure from the queue and insert all the phrases in i t to the dictionary. The internal structure of the encoder (resp. decoder) appears in Fig. 12 . The structure of the encoder in BDDC is identical to the structure of the encoder of sueaming, except for the FIFO queue. In streaming compression the dictionary is a function of all prior packets and the current packet, while in BDDC it is a function of all the packets prior to the last preceding A packets. However, in stateless compression the dictionary is only a function of the current packet. .
The Uecoder:
The otrtpuf decoder: When a packet is received by the decoder, if the serial number of the last packet that was inserted to the dictionary 2 the serial number of the last packet used for compression (taken from the header), then the decoder can certainly decode the received packet. If the dictionary does not have all the required packets (marked by the last packet used for compression). the packer is inserted to a data structure that contains all the packets that are waiting for decoding. When a new packet is received the decoder examines whether the packet is required for the decoding of the waiting packets and decodes accordingly.
The dictionary purser: If a received packet i has all the predecessors packets in the dictionary, then the decoder decodes the packet and updates the dictionary.
We present four encoding algorithms based on the Basic DDC approach: Adaprive Delay AlgorUhm: This algorithm maintains a delay parameter which is changed dynamically according to the decodtng success and the changes in the probability for packet drops. If the decoder fails to constantly decode packets, it will send a message to the encoder asking it to increase rhe delay used for encoding (this is done by adding dummy packets to the FIFO queue). If the decoder succeeds in decoding packets for a large amount of packets, it will send a message to the encoder asking it to decrease the delay used.
When the decoder senses that the probability for packet loss increases. it signals the encoder to increase the delay parameter resulting in deterioration of the traffic compression ratio. However, when using a small delay there is a higher probability for not receiving alI the packets required for the decoding of a specific packet. This will result in adding the specific packet to the list of packets that are pending decoding, and therefore larger L d e c . The decoder will signal the encoder to increase the delay parameter. This feedback method will ultimately converge to a specific delay value. See OUT measurements for the values of the compression ratios for each converged delay value. This approach can also be enhanced to a different method of prediclion of the required delay by the encoder.
The BDDC method has an inherent conflict between L d e c and the traffic compression ratio: increasing the dictionary delay will cause a decrease in the L d e c , and also a poor traffic F i e BDDC Conflict: Increasing the dictionary delay will cause a decrease in Ldec, and also a poor traffic compression ratio. compression ratio. This conflict is depicted in Fig. 13 . Conj?rrned-Dicliona# Cainpressiorz .4lgoriflim: This algorithm ensures immedate decoding. A similar approach was introduced in [lo] . In this approach the encoder registers the acknowledgements transmitted from the decoder side. The encoder knows which packets were already received by the decoder, thus the encoder encodes the current packet with a history which is based on packets that have surely arrived to the decoder. The encoder maintains an ncknowledgnzents dura structiire based on packets that were received by the decoder. This list appears in Fig. 14 . Therefore, the encoder is guaranteed lhat the new encoded packets will be successfully decoded by the decoder. In this approach we set the dictionary delay in the encoder to a maximal value such that every packet received by the decoder will be decoded immediately, i.e. L d e c = 0. This algorithm does not require any buffer for storing packets waiting to be decoded. The tradeoff in this algorithm is the compression ratio. The DDC Algorirlzau: The DDC algorithms are a combination of BDDC and stateless compression. The purpose of these algorirhms is to ensure that the compression ratio of DDC does not become worse than stateless compression. This may happen in small files, since ofice the FIFO queue is large and the stream is short. the phrases in the queue do not have a chance to enter the dictionary. Therefore the basic DDC method is good for long streams. There are two alternative algorithms for DDC: At the first alternative, each packet will be compressed twice -by the BDDC dictionary and the stateless dictionary. The result will De the minimum between the uncompressed length, the stateless compressed length, and the BDDC compressed length.
This method is known as DRC-min. Since we use the stateless dictiooary, the compression ratio will be at least as good as the stateless compression ratio. When the decoder receives such a packet. it will have the same DDC dictionary. and it will reconstruct the required phrases from the compressed packet. Note that one of the options of the minimum is uncompressed length. This is useh1 for impiemenlation of an adaptive compression algorithm that identifies the compressibility of the traffic along a session (e.g. when traffic is encrypted or compressed).
At the second alternative, each packet is compressed with a dictionary which is the union of the current DDC dictionary and the stateless dictionary to be created from this packet during compression. This method is known as DDC-Union.
This algorithm is part of our future work.
All the algorithms described in this section must address an inherent problem: many dictionaries re-initialize themselves when they reach their maximal capacity. This may cause decoding problems: the decoder may receive a packet, such that all the phrases that are needed for decoding are not in the dictionary of the decoder anymore. due to re-initialization of the decoder's dictionary.
To address this problem we can maintain two dictionaries in the decoder: current dictionary and previoris dictionary.
Previous is the dictionary before re-initialization and current is the dictionary after re-initialization. If a decoded packet requires phrases from the previous dictionary due to the network propagation delay, it will simply use the previous dictionary.
The required buffer size for the dictionary is twice than the required buffer size in streaming compression, due to the dictionary re-initialization problem. The buffer required for storing waiting packets at the decoder is smaller by a factor of A compared to streaming compression.
C. When tu use DDC
DDC is useful in latency critical applications, especially when the compression is in the network processor. and not in the application. Tf the application is unknown we cannot assume anything about the latency requirements of the application, and therefore streaming is unacceptable. If the latency is not important (which means that we have information about the application) we may consider using streaming or even concatenate packets and use off-line compression.
DDC has an advantage over streaming when the order of the packets is not required.
If packet drops are allowed by the application, we can use DDC and add a retransmission mechanism for dictionary update purposes.
If the application requires order and packet drops are not allowed (retransmissions exist). there is no point in using DDC. Streaming is better in this case since it has a better compression ratio, and the packets will have to wait in any case for the application concatenation {e.g., TCP). However, this criteria requires knowledge about the application by the network processor.
Choosing a dictionary deiay of A 2 2RTT ensures an immediate decoding in practical terms. We assume that a dropped packet wilI reach its destination after a retransmission.
We also assume that the timer in the retransmission mechanism expires after 2RTT. This assumption means that the time from the point that a packet drop was detected by the decoder, until the time it was received at the decoder after a retransmission is exactly 2RTT. Let us assume A 2 2RTT. Let P i be a packet that has been received by the decoder. Pi was compressed by using a history which depends only on packets that were received by the decoder at least 2RTT ago. When Pi is received by the decoder all the packets that Pi depends on were already received by the decoder. If one of these packets was dropped, it had enough time for a retransmission according to the assumptions. Such packets have arrived to the decoder before P, was received by the decoder.
Currently DDC uses one dictionary for all the connections between the two ends. In case of web traffic, it is worth while to keep one dictionary, and not create a different dictionary for every separate connection, since there is an inherent redundancy across several different connections, as shown by Spring and Wetherall in [16] . This is application dependent, therefore in some applications a different dictionary should be created for every connection.
By using the results of our measurements and a simple arithmetic calculation. it can easily be shown that DDC is good for low to medium speed links. When using high speed communication links there is not much point in data compression. In a fast line it is better to send the information as is, since the time required for compression, transmission, and decompression will be longer than just transmitting it, within a high probability.
V. EXPERIMENTS
For all the experiments we used software written in C++, using the Linux OS. For the compression ratio experiments we used local Linux machines. Appropriate encoders were implemented for this purpose. For the decoding latency experiments we used hundreds of remote nodes over the internet of the Linux based Planet-Lab [I 7J testing environment, which is suitable for networhng measurements.
A. Compression Rario vs. Dictionmy Delay
The algorithm we chose for the experiment is FP-LZW. As we mentioned earlier, there is a conceptual separation between the parsing process and the dictionary update process. The implementation of FP-LZW explicitly gives this separation.
and is very convenient for modifications [18] .
For the measurements we used a concatenation of the 18 Calgary corpus files I141. In order to avoid a deviation in OUT measurements we assumed an incoming header size of 20 bytes, which is relatively large. The outgoing header size is 24 bytes (original header size -t our additional 4 bytes). DDC-min obtains a good compression ratio even for large dictionary delays. A description of the traffic compression ratio for each delay value for the case of DDC-min is given in Fig. 15 For large packets. we also receive a good improvement. The DDC-min method is good for a dictionary delay of up to 1500 packets. As shown earlier in Fig. 5 , for a larger payload, there is a better compression ratio.
B. Decoding Latency W. Diciionaq Delay
Real network experiments were conducted to measure the packet drop probability, -packet reordering probability and the improvement of Ldec of BDDC over streaming compression. In all the experiments we used hundreds of nodes over the internet of the Planet-Lab environment [17] which is good for networking measurements. We used a concatenation of 18 Calgary corpus 1141 files? which has a total size of 3.25M bytes. We broke the concatenated files to fragments of 125 bytes and transmitted them with UDP to 269 different PlanetLab nodes in different geographical positions all over the world. In each transmission there were 26012 packets. The transmission rate was 6k bytes of data per second.
The first experiment measured the packet drop probability, which for all the measurements is 1.27%, or alternatively each packet will reach its destination in a probability of 98.73%.
The variance is 0.002. These results suggest that in case the packet has been dropped, it will reach its destination after a single retransmission within a very high probability. Packet drops at the internet was also studied by Borella [19] .
The packet reordering probability, without using reuansmissions (due to change of paths. etc.), was negligible. It happened only in 137 packets out of a total of 7M packets. When retransmissions were used the packet reordering probability was increased to'0.008. The packet reordering probability was also studied by BelIardo [20] .
The goal o f the second experiment was to compare Ldec of streaming compression vs. L d e c of BDDC. The measurements were for various round trip times of 1000.. ,5000msec. The total average L d e c of streaming compression and BDDC with A = 100 as a function of the round trip time is depicted in Fig. 17 . This is a total average of all the averages derived from all the 269 transmissions. n e total average Ldec of BDDC is smaller than that of streaming.
Let us examine the case where RTT = 5000mscc. in Fig. 18 we see the L d e c of streaming compression for every transmission out of the 269 transmissions. The variance in this case is very high. In Fig. 19 we compare the total average L d e c of sueaming compression for the case of RTT = 5000msec with the total average Ldec of BDDC for various dictionary delays. We can see that for all values of A the total average Ldec of BDDC in terms of packets is smaller than that of streaming compression. When increasing the dictionary delay of BDDC, the total average Ldec becomes smaller. In particular for A=500 each packet in streaming is waiting on average for 62 packets, while in BDDC no packets are waiting at all for decoding.
The distribution of streaming compression for RTT = 5000msec vs. BDDC with A = 300 is given in Fig. 20 . In streaming, the percentage of pending packets, i.e, packets
with Ldec # 0, is 18.8 % with maximal L d e c value of 963 which represents 4 R T P . In the case of BDDC, the percentage of pending packets is reduced to 17.1% in BDDC.
The maximal L d e c for BDDC is 383 packets which represents
VI. EXAMPLE APPLICATION
In this section we will describe an example for an applicalion: a PC to mobile chat over SMS (Short Message Service) messages. Such applications exist in PC based instant messenger clients. The PC based messenger client enables sending of SMS messages to mobile phones through its PC clients. The SMS messages are transferred to the SMSC (Short Message Service Center) by using special SMS protocols.
Then the SMS messages are transferred to the mobile phone 41n case of a massive packet drop that comes in a large burst whch is equal to 2RTT in terms of packs. the first non-droppzd packet after the burst may wait up to 4RTT since the retransmission timer is set to ZRTT. through dedicated low speed SS7 (Signaling System 7) control links. The speed of the SS7 control links is 56kbps or 64kbps, therefore they are considered as a bottle neck. The system overview of this application appears in Fig. 21 . IC@' is a commercial example of such a PC client.
The amounts of SMS messages are known to increase from day to day due to the high demand far h i s service.
This causes a major problem in the SS7 links. Our method enables compressing traffic, while maintaining on a reasonable latency in user terms. The compression enables more SMS messages to be sent along the given bandwidth. with good L d e c . Other examples would be instant messaging clzenfs:
Yahoo Messengefl, MSN Messenger7, ICQ send short textual messages. There are organizations that are physically divided into remote geographical places. Such organizations may use the instant messaging clients with a compression feature, such as DDC. thus saving bandwidth in the network paths that connect parts of the organization.
DDC can be used in network management applications. When checking if nodes are functioning, we do not care about the order of the check. We only want to know whether failure exists. Many compressed management commands can go through the same channel to various nodes.
Sensor Nenvorks constantly send data, which can be transmitted via a bus using compressed packets, thus saving transmission energy,
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We show a method for compressing the paytoad of network packets named delayed-dictionary compression (DDC). The method deals with the problems of packet drops, packei reordering and the dictionary synchronization problems that ensue. The DDC method has an advantage over the traditional streaming compression, since when decoding a packet, the decoder does not have to wait for all its predecessor packets. It also has ai advantage over stateless compression in that it can use dictionaries that are based on a large number of packets, resulting in a better compression ratio. The method has particular advantage for slow to medium speed communication links. WhiIe the current paper focused on dictionarycompression algorithm, the method may be helpful for various types of online compression algorithms. Experimental study establishes the potential for compression improvement in packet networks, as well as the actual improvements obtained by the DDC algorithm presented here.
The research presented here focuses on the issues of com-pression quality versus latency at the decoding end. Another issue of significance in the context of packet networks is the time in which encoding and decoding take place. When a single session exists, if the time spent on compression and transmission is longer than the time required to transmit the information without compression, there is no point in using data compression. However, even if the compression method increases the overall latency while allowing more sessions to be transferred on the communication link, compression is indeed useful. Jeannot er a1 1121 present an algorithm that allows overlapping of communications with compression and to automatically adapting the compression effort to currently available network and processor resources. Addressing. the issue of time for DDC is the subject of research in progress.
Future work will deal with the implementation of the DDCUnion which ensures a compression ratio at least as good as stateless compression. We are studying other methods of DDC, including a decoding method called eager decadiag.
The eager-decoding is expected to give better decoding latency, by altempting to decode every received packet wilhout relating to the required history, since all required phrases for decoding may exist in the dictionary. We are also studying the confirvned-dictionac compression algorithm.
